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• The banking sector remained well capitalised. The total CAR of locally

incorporated AIs stood at 20.7% at end-December 2020, well above the

international minimum requirement of 8%.



• In the fourth quarter of 2020, the quarterly average LCR of category 1

institutions was 155.1%, well above the statutory minimum requirement of

100%. For category 2 institutions, their quarterly average LMR was 57.9%,

also well above the statutory minimum requirement of 25%.



• As COVID-19 persists, the asset quality of the banking sector deteriorated

slightly but remained at healthy levels. The classified loan ratio of the

banking sector increased to 0.90% at end-December 2020 from 0.84% a

quarter earlier. It was significantly below the long-term average of 1.8%

since 2000.



• The NIM of retail banks’ Hong Kong offices narrowed to 1.18% in 2020 from

1.63% in 2019. This was due to a general decline in interest rates starting

in the second quarter of 2020.



• Total loans increased by 3.2% in the first two months of 2021, partly driven

by initial public offering (IPO) loans. Excluding the IPO loans, total loans

would have grown by 1.7% during the period, or 10.3% on an annualised

basis.





• The average LTV ratio of newly approved RMLs hovered at 58% recently,

following a rise in the earlier period, primarily driven by a larger proportion of

RMLs with mortgage insurance which generally have a higher LTV ratio. The

HKMA considers the risk manageable as the portion of loans above the

HKMA’s permissible LTV cap is covered by mortgage insurance.

Latest statistics on RMLs

Latest statistics on residential property prices

Monthly 

average

in 2019

Monthly 

average

in 2020

Sep

2020

Oct

2020

Nov

2020

Dec

2020

Jan

2021

Feb
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Number of sale 

and purchase 

agreements

4,983 4,990 5,024 4,951 6,070 6,067 4,562 6,125

Number of new 

RML applications
12,244 11,709 12,288 10,908 11,375 11,396 13,112 12,455

Number of new 

RMLs approved
8,981 7,763 7,826 7,311 7,986 8,039 8,073 7,926

Property price index Period Property price index

Rating and 

Valuation 

Department

(10/1997=100)

Latest position 2/2021 222.4

Recent peak 5/2019 229.6

Peak in 1997 10/1997 100.0

Centaline

(6/7/1997=100)

Latest position 11/4/2021 180.0

Recent peak 30/6/2019 190.5

Peak in 1997 19/10/1997 102.9



Preparatory work for legislative amendments to implement the Basel regulatory

standards is progressing:

Year 2021

Targeted to be submitted to LegCo sometime in 2021 (potentially sometime in

second half of the year) are:

• amendments to the Banking (Capital) Rules to reflect the revised Basel

capital requirement on banks’ exposures to equity investments in funds; and

• amendments to the Banking (Exposure Limits) Rules to incorporate certain

technical refinements to enhance clarity and better reflect the policy intent of

certain existing provisions.

Year 2022

The above will be followed sometime in 2022 with the submission of

amendments to the Banking (Capital) Rules to implement two sets of capital

standards under the Basel III reforms. These consist respectively of:

• revisions to the credit risk, operational risk, and leverage ratio frameworks,

as well as requirements for the prudent use of internal models (which are

scheduled to take effect from 2023 as minimum standards for banks); and

• a revised market risk framework which is scheduled to take effect from 2023

for reporting purposes by locally incorporated AIs (and no earlier than that

for the actual capital requirements).



• The HKMA published the report “AML/CFT Regtech: Case Studies and

Insights”, which forms part of our ongoing initiative to promote Regtech

adoption in AML/CFT work in the banking sector, building on the significant

progress made since the first AML/CFT Regtech Forum hosted by the

HKMA in November 2019.

• This is the first time that we studied and shared comprehensive and

practical, hands-on experience as well as success stories from the AML/CFT

Regtech adoption journeys of banks of different sizes and business scopes.

The examples provide sufficient details and the thematic insights will help

banks to identify an adoption process that is applicable to their particular

circumstances.

• The HKMA encourages banks to draw reference from the examples and

insights that are relevant to their particular circumstances to inform the

appropriate Regtech adoption journey. This will also form the basis for our

ongoing engagement with the industry throughout 2021 across a number of

themes.



• The Stay Rules to be made by the Monetary Authority as a resolution

authority under the FIRO require Hong Kong incorporated AIs and some of

their group companies to include a provision in certain financial contracts

that are not governed by Hong Kong law so that the parties to the contracts

agree to be bound by a suspension of termination rights (i.e. “stay”) that

may be imposed by the Monetary Authority under the Hong Kong resolution

regime. The Stay Rules are intended to implement the relevant Financial

Stability Board principles for enhancing the effectiveness of cross-border

resolution actions.

• Following public consultation on the policy proposals, the industry was

consulted on draft text of the Stay Rules. The plan is to introduce the Stay

Rules into the LegCo for negative vetting in the current Legislative Session.



• The HKMA continues to work closely with the banking industry and other

relevant stakeholders to develop industry guideline on providing services to

customers in need with a view to further promoting financial inclusion.

Moreover, the HKMA monitors the implementation by banks on the two

published industry guidelines, i.e. the “Practical Guideline on Barrier-free

Banking Services” in March 2018 and the “Guideline on Banking Services

for Persons with Intellectual Disabilities” in December 2020. Banks are

making good progress in the implementation of these guidelines so far.

• The HKMA continues encouraging banks to support and launch SBA service

to provide basic banking services with less extensive customer due

diligence measures, hence offering more choices to corporate customers.

As of February 2021, there are four banks offering such service with over

6,400 SBA accounts opened.



• The HKMA issued a circular on 16 March 2021 to announce the commencement

of a Focused Review on the incentive systems of front offices in sale and

distribution of banking, investment and insurance products of 20 retail banks as

part of the ongoing supervisory work of the HKMA to promote sound culture in the

banking sector.

• In the light of the innovation and technology development of the banking industry

and increasing use of digital banking services by consumers, the HKMA is

committed to enhancing and strengthening consumer protection with respect to

digital banking services. A comprehensive review of the Code of Banking

Practice has been commenced in late last year with a view to: (1) providing

effective protection to consumers in general and digital banking environments,

including in areas like disclosure and transparency of important banking

information to customers via digital means, business conduct of banks in digital

channels, customers’ awareness of financial risks in the digital environment, etc.;

and (2) be in line with the latest international trend and best practices.

• The HKMA has been working closely with the Hong Kong Association of Banks,

the Hong Kong Association of Restricted Licence Banks and Deposit-taking

Companies and the Hong Kong S.A.R. Licensed Money Lenders Association Ltd.

(collectively referred to as “Industry Associations”) to introduce more than one

consumer CRA in Hong Kong. The HKMA seeks to implement the relevant

arrangement soon with a view to enhancing the service quality of consumer CRAs

and reducing the operational risk of having only one commercially-run consumer

credit information service provider in the market, particularly the risk of single

point of failure. The Industry Associations issued tenders for selection of CRAs

on 29 January 2021. The new system is expected to be in operation by the end

of 2022.



• The HKMA provided clarifications on individual authorized institutions’ (AIs)

enquiries to facilitate their implementation of the refined investor protection

measures on the sale of investment, insurance and MPF products, following the

issuance of Frequently Asked Questions to AIs in December 2020.

• There is an increasing use of non-F2F channels (e.g. online platforms) by AIs in

the provision of investment and insurance services to customers. To ensure

appropriate protection and customer friendly online journey to customers, the

HKMA is developing further guidance to AIs on non-F2F provision of investment

and insurance services. The guidance will focus on protection to vulnerable

customers or customers lacking technology literacy, controls for suitability

assessment, and product disclosure.

• Amid the uncertainties brought about by COVID-19, the HKMA and the Insurance

Authority worked closely to further extend on 24 February the effective period of

the phase 2 temporary facilitative measures for non-F2F sale of certain insurance

products to until 30 June 2021. The scope of products covered (i.e. Qualifying

Deferred Annuity Policy, Voluntary Health Insurance Scheme products, term

insurance policies and certain refundable or renewable insurance policies that

provide insurance protection) and the implementation details of measures remain

unchanged.

• Following the implementation of the statutory regime under the Insurance

Ordinance for insurance intermediaries, the HKMA plans to issue an SPM module

on supervision of insurance intermediary business of AIs. The SPM module will

outline the HKMA’s supervisory approach and the relevant legal and regulatory

requirements in relation to insurance regulated activities of AIs. The HKMA is

consulting the banking industry.



• The HKMA launched various initiatives, including a set of well-received

animated stickers, before Chinese New Year to encourage the public to give

lai-see through electronic channels, and to remind them of issues to note

about exchanging new notes.

• In view of earlier fraud cases, the HKMA has stepped up efforts to remind

the public to safeguard their personal digital keys, in particular not to provide

personal and account information via suspicious links in dubious

SMS/emails. Initiatives included customised social media posts, TV/radio

APIs, online videos, and message dissemination in a radio programme and

a webinar.

• Co-organised the “Hong Kong Financial Literacy Championship 2021” with

various stakeholders to enhance secondary school students' financial

knowledge. Response on the first phase in form of an online quiz was

satisfactory.

• Through the HKMA's digital media channels:

 Promoted the HKMA’s new initiatives in fintech and green finance,

including Global Regtech Challenge, m-CBDC Bridge and Government’s

issuance of green bonds; and

 Shared facts and figures to address concerns about Hong Kong’s status

as an international financial centre.



• The Hong Kong Deposit Protection Board (the Board) is at the final stage of the

project to introduce electronic payment channels for dispersing DPS compensation,

including the Faster Payment System. Following training of payout agents, the Board

is refining the system and procedures. The use of electronic payment channels will

be ready in the second half of 2021.

• The Board organised information webinars with the aim of increasing awareness of

Scheme members on compliance with the information requirements for payout of

DPS compensation.

• Collaborated with two media partners in launching i) “Manner Game King – Money-

saving” social media campaign to deliver DPS messages through Q&As in the form of

popular online game show; and ii) “DPS Love Story” campaign to introduce DPS key

features via dance and song on both digital and print media to reinforce public

awareness and understanding of DPS protection.

• Continued to reach out to different target audience groups through online DPS talks

and workshops:

 Delivered talks to secondary schools to inculcate younger generation with the

knowledge of DPS, money-management and saving;

 Conducted talks for elderly centres and the Elder Academy to introduce the DPS;

and

 Collaborated with non-governmental organisations to conduct DPS board game

introductory workshop for the children of low-income families to learn about

saving and the DPS.





Bond Connect

• Since the launch of Bond Connect on 3 July 2017, the related settlement

operations performed by the Central Moneymarkets Unit have been smooth.

• With the Delivery-versus-Payment settlement fully implemented in August

2018, as well as the inclusion of renminbi-denominated Mainland

government and policy bank securities into the Bloomberg Barclays Global

Aggregate Index in April 2019 and J.P. Morgan Government Bond Index-

Emerging Markets in February 2020, more overseas investors have started

to invest in the Mainland interbank bond market via the Bond Connect. The

HKMA has been maintaining close communications with the People's Bank

of China and other relevant Mainland institutions to explore enhancements

to Northbound Trading.

Over-the-counter derivatives trade repository

• Since the reporting function of the HKTR was launched in July 2013,

reporting by banks to the HKTR has been smooth.



• The number of registrations and turnover of the FPS have been growing

steadily. Since the launch of the system till 28 February 2021, the FPS

recorded 7.48 million registrations (including 4.72 million in mobile number,

1.2 million in email address, 1.32 million in FPS ID and 0.24 million in Hong

Kong Identity number), up by 69% or 3.05 million registrations year-on-year.

• To facilitate institutions’ payments to the general public, the FPS was

enhanced to introduce the HKID number as an account proxy starting from 6

December 2020. This new function is not intended for making person-to-

person payments. It will only be used by institutions which already possess

the HKID number of the recipients of the payments. Banks will promote this

service to their corporate customers, while the HKMA will also explore more

use cases with the industry and the Government. Corporate customers

generally take time to understand the new feature and need to upgrade their

systems for application.

• The usage of FPS has expanded gradually to merchant payments and top-

up transactions from primarily P2P transactions previously.

• The turnover of the FPS rose particularly fast amid the epidemic. The

average daily Hong Kong dollar real-time transactions reached 589,000,

amounting to HK$6.2 billion in February 2021. Both the average daily

volume and value rose over one time year-on-year.



• Central Bank Digital Currency research for cross-border payments

 In February 2021, the research project initiated by the HKMA and the

Bank of Thailand was joined by the PBC DCI and the CBUAE. It is

strongly supported by the BISIH Centre in Hong Kong.

 The project aims to foster a conducive environment for central banks in

Asia and other regions to jointly study the potential of blockchain in

enhancing the financial infrastructure for cross-border payments.

 In particular, it will explore the potential of blockchain in facilitating real-

time cross-border foreign exchange payment-versus-payment

transactions in a multi-jurisdictional and 24/7 context.

• Cross-border Testing

 Together with other members of the GFIN, the HKMA opened applications

for the CBT between October and December 2020.

 The CBT provides an environment for firms to trial and scale new

technologies, products or business models in multiple jurisdictions.





• Under the Hong Kong OTC Derivatives Clearing Rules (Clearing Rules), AIs

and licensed corporations (LCs) are subject to the clearing obligation of

specified OTC derivative transactions. In order to capture transactions

between AIs/LCs and major dealers outside Hong Kong that are not AIs or

LCs, the concept of FSP was introduced. Under the Clearing Rules, an

entity will be designated as a FSP if the entity belongs to a firm on the

Financial Stability Board’s list of global systemically important banks or on

the OTC Derivatives Supervisors Group’s list of major dealers, and the entity

is a clearing member of major central counterparties. Specific transactions

between a FSP and AIs/LCs are subject to the clearing obligations. The

HKMA and SFC perform annual review and public consultation of the FSP

list to ensure the list remains relevant and appropriate.







• In the first two months of 2021, renminbi trade settlement handled by banks

in Hong Kong totalled RMB1,022.4 billion.

• In the first two months of 2021, the average daily turnover of Hong Kong

RMB Real Time Gross Settlement (RTGS) system stood at RMB1,592.4

billion.



• As at end-February 2021, renminbi customer deposits and outstanding

renminbi CDs amounted to RMB761.0 billion and RMB27.8 billion

respectively, totalling RMB788.8 billion.

• As at end-February 2021, outstanding renminbi loans amounted to

RMB159.0 billion. Outstanding dim sum bonds amounted to RMB189.2

billion. The dim sum bond issuance totalled RMB13.8 billion for the first two

months of 2021. As at end-February 2021, outstanding PBoC bills

amounted to RMB80 billion.



• In the first two months of 2021, Bond Connect recorded 276 trades daily on

average. The daily turnover averaged RMB24.3 billion, up around 26% from

the 2020 average of RMB19.3 billion. As of end of February 2021, Bond

Connect onboarded 2,428 registered institutional investors.







• The CASG aims to coordinate the management of climate and

environmental risks to the financial sector, accelerate the growth of green

and sustainable finance in Hong Kong and support the Government’s

climate strategies. Other members include the Environment Bureau, the

Financial Services and the Treasury Bureau, the Hong Kong Exchanges and

Clearing Limited, the Insurance Authority and the Mandatory Provident Fund

Schemes Authority. The CASG launched its Strategic Plan that sets out six

key focus areas (risk management, disclosure, capacity building, financial

innovation, mainland opportunities, and collaboration) for strengthening

Hong Kong’s financial ecosystem to support a greener and more sustainable

future in the longer term, and announced five nearer-term actions to address

the most pressing issues:

1. Mandate Climate-related disclosures aligned with the Task Force on

Climate-related Financial Disclosures recommendations across

relevant financial sectors no later than 2025;

2. Aim to adopt the Common Ground Taxonomy jointly developed by

Mainland China and European Union;

3. Support the International Financial Reporting Standards Foundation’s

proposal to establish a new Sustainability Standards Board for

developing and maintaining a global, uniform set of sustainability

reporting standards;



4. Promote climate-focused scenario analysis; and

5. Establish a platform to act as a focal point for cross-sectoral capacity

building, thought leadership and development of repository for green

and sustainable finance resources.

• As announced in the 2021-22 Budget, upon the expiry of the Pilot Bond

Grant Scheme and the Green Bond Grant Scheme in mid-2021, the two

schemes will be consolidated into a Green and Sustainable Finance Grant

Scheme.



Financial Leadership Development

• The following virtual events were organised under the Leadership Development

Programme:

 Conversation sessions with Mr Ashley Alder, Chief Executive Officer of the

Securities and Futures Commission on 29 January; Mr John Waldron,

President and Chief Operating Officer of the Goldman Sachs Group on 9

March; Mr Laurence Fink (Larry Fink), Founder, Chairman and CEO of

BlackRock on 13 April; Mr Ray Dalio, Founder, Co-Chairman and Co-Chief

Investment Officer of Bridgewater Associates on 27 April.

 The AoF’s Thematic Programme on Fintech and Digitalisation has been rolled

out in April, comprising four webinars of two hours each, to be conducted by

leading industry experts and academics. The Programme covers artificial

intelligence, machine learning, cryptography, algo-trading, RegTech, as well as

their practical applications.

Research Activities

• In February 2021, three Applied Research papers exploring topics that are relevant

to market participants and regulators in Hong Kong were released:

 Do the Shades of Green Matter? The Pricing and Ownership of “Dark-green”

Bonds (Professor Gianfranco Gianfrate, EDHEC Business School)

 The Effect of a Closing Auction on Market Quality and Market Efficiency in the

Stock Exchange of Hong Kong (Professor Chen Yao, The Chinese University

of Hong Kong)

 Doing Well by Doing Good? Risk, Return, and Environmental and Social

Ratings (Professor Jeong Ho (John) Kim, Emory University)






































